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Introduc3on	  

•  Seaweb	  
•  Clock-‐Synchroniza3on	  
•  Through-‐water	  challenge	  
•  Published	  protocols	  
•  Impulse	  response	  evalua3on	  
•  Simula3on	  and	  Experimental	  results	  
•  Conclusion	  
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SEAWEB	  
•  Underwater	  wireless	  

network	  (acous3c)	  
•  Telesonar	  digital	  

acous3c	  modems	  
from	  Teledyine	  
Benthos,	  Inc.	  

•  9-‐14	  kHz	  acous3c	  
signaling	  

•  Data	  packets	  up	  to	  4	  
kbytes	  at	  800	  bit/s	  

•  Sensor	  nodes	  and	  
repeater	  nodes	  with	  
wide-‐area	  network	  
rou3ng	  
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Clock	  Synchroniza3on	  
•  Clock-‐synchroniza3on	  =	  Time-‐Synchroniza3on	  
•  Each	  nodes	  have	  their	  own	  internal	  clock	  
•  Quartz	  crystal	  based.	  	  Affected	  by:	  

–  Temperature	  
–  Pressure	  
–  Voltage	  changes	  
–  Hardware	  aging	  

•  Important	  for:	  
–  Data	  Fusion	  
–  Power	  Management	  
–  Transmission	  Scheduling	  (TDMA)	  

•  Energy	  considera3on	  
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Time-‐Stamped	  message	  exchange	  
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Fig. 3. Effect of clock skew

microseconds [8].
7) Byte Alignment Time: The delay because of the

different byte alignment at the receiver. This time is
deterministic and can be computed on the receiver side
from the bit offset and the speed of the radio.

8) Receive Time: Time for the incoming message to tra-
verse up till the receiver application. Highly variable and
varies for each (stack,OS) pair.

Existing time synchronization schemes (reviewed in the
next section) focus on eliminating or accounting for these
sources of error. Schemes typically differ due to differing
assumptions in which sources of variation are dominant in
different domains, and due to different approaches to eliminate
the sources of error.

III. RELATED WORK

An important notion in time is that it has to be relative to
a given reference standard. Lamport clarified the relationship
between computer events and global reference time [18]. We
focus on time synchronization to a reference value motivated
by the need to relate computer sensed events to the outside
world.

At the most fundamental level, there are just two schemes to
synchronize clocks: Sender-Receiver (Figure 4) and Receiver-
Receiver (Figure 5). All schemes operate within these two
basic frameworks. In addition, some schemes synchronize
against an external time reference, while others synchronize
nodes to some arbitrary internal reference.

Network Time Protocol (NTP) is widely used in the In-
ternet. It is distinguished by working well over paths with
high latency and high variability [3]. The NTP protocol has
a long-term, bi-directional exchange of time information to
estimate both offset and skew. It incrementally adjusts the
local clock frequency to align it with the reference time base.
Unfortunately, NTP is a poor match for sensor networks for
several reasons. First, it assumes communications are relatively
inexpensive, while sensor networks are bandwidth and energy

 Phase offset = [(T2-T1) - (T4-T3)]/2
Propagation Delay =  [(T2-T1) + (T4-T3)]/2.
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Fig. 4. Sender-Receiver Synchronization

constrained. Second, it is designed for constant operation in
the background at low rates. (At a maximum polling rate
of 16 sec, NTP took around an hour to reduce error to
about 70µs [19]). By comparison, TSHL exchanges number
of broadcast beacons to compute skew and then perform one
bidirectional exchange to compute a skew-corrected offset. In
some sense, TSHL and NTP possess the same information,
however TSHL reduces energy consumption by replacing
long-term bidirectional communication with a smaller number
of unidirectional, broadcast beacons. In addition, TSHL is not
constrained by portability requirements and so can exploit
MAC-level timestamping as TPSN does.

An interesting extension of NTP considers the Interplane-
tary Internet (IPin) [20]. The protocol iNTP, as proposed [20],
assumes very high latencies but very predictable node po-
sition and movement (for example, predictable trajectories
of satellites). While we expect the approximate locations of
underwater nodes to be known with some accuracy, we expect
ocean currents and environmental effects to render position
information insufficiently reliable.

An alternate Internet based protocol was clock skew com-
pensation for streaming audio in the Internet [21]. Faced with
large and varying path delays, Fober demonstrates how to
model the drift of between node clocks without modeling
the offset. He uses statistical measures to remove the high
jitter expected for their application. Although we could apply
these techniques in underwater acoustic networks to remove
this high jitter, but they can also be removed considerably in
our point to point network through MAC layer time stamping.

The research closest to our work is time synchronization
effort in the sensor networks community. Underwater sensor
networks share many of the design goals of surface sensor
networks. Energy conservation and longevity given a fixed
power budget are common goals.

Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) introduced
receiver-receiver synchronization, completely eliminating
transmitter side uncertainties as described in Section II-C [6].
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microseconds [8].
7) Byte Alignment Time: The delay because of the

different byte alignment at the receiver. This time is
deterministic and can be computed on the receiver side
from the bit offset and the speed of the radio.

8) Receive Time: Time for the incoming message to tra-
verse up till the receiver application. Highly variable and
varies for each (stack,OS) pair.

Existing time synchronization schemes (reviewed in the
next section) focus on eliminating or accounting for these
sources of error. Schemes typically differ due to differing
assumptions in which sources of variation are dominant in
different domains, and due to different approaches to eliminate
the sources of error.

III. RELATED WORK

An important notion in time is that it has to be relative to
a given reference standard. Lamport clarified the relationship
between computer events and global reference time [18]. We
focus on time synchronization to a reference value motivated
by the need to relate computer sensed events to the outside
world.

At the most fundamental level, there are just two schemes to
synchronize clocks: Sender-Receiver (Figure 4) and Receiver-
Receiver (Figure 5). All schemes operate within these two
basic frameworks. In addition, some schemes synchronize
against an external time reference, while others synchronize
nodes to some arbitrary internal reference.

Network Time Protocol (NTP) is widely used in the In-
ternet. It is distinguished by working well over paths with
high latency and high variability [3]. The NTP protocol has
a long-term, bi-directional exchange of time information to
estimate both offset and skew. It incrementally adjusts the
local clock frequency to align it with the reference time base.
Unfortunately, NTP is a poor match for sensor networks for
several reasons. First, it assumes communications are relatively
inexpensive, while sensor networks are bandwidth and energy
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constrained. Second, it is designed for constant operation in
the background at low rates. (At a maximum polling rate
of 16 sec, NTP took around an hour to reduce error to
about 70µs [19]). By comparison, TSHL exchanges number
of broadcast beacons to compute skew and then perform one
bidirectional exchange to compute a skew-corrected offset. In
some sense, TSHL and NTP possess the same information,
however TSHL reduces energy consumption by replacing
long-term bidirectional communication with a smaller number
of unidirectional, broadcast beacons. In addition, TSHL is not
constrained by portability requirements and so can exploit
MAC-level timestamping as TPSN does.

An interesting extension of NTP considers the Interplane-
tary Internet (IPin) [20]. The protocol iNTP, as proposed [20],
assumes very high latencies but very predictable node po-
sition and movement (for example, predictable trajectories
of satellites). While we expect the approximate locations of
underwater nodes to be known with some accuracy, we expect
ocean currents and environmental effects to render position
information insufficiently reliable.

An alternate Internet based protocol was clock skew com-
pensation for streaming audio in the Internet [21]. Faced with
large and varying path delays, Fober demonstrates how to
model the drift of between node clocks without modeling
the offset. He uses statistical measures to remove the high
jitter expected for their application. Although we could apply
these techniques in underwater acoustic networks to remove
this high jitter, but they can also be removed considerably in
our point to point network through MAC layer time stamping.

The research closest to our work is time synchronization
effort in the sensor networks community. Underwater sensor
networks share many of the design goals of surface sensor
networks. Energy conservation and longevity given a fixed
power budget are common goals.

Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) introduced
receiver-receiver synchronization, completely eliminating
transmitter side uncertainties as described in Section II-C [6].
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Skew	  and	  Offset	  

IEEE SIGNAL PROCESSING MAGAZINE   [125]   JANUARY 2011

INTRODUCTION
With the help of recent tech-
nological advances in micro-
electromechanical systems and
wireless communications, low-
cost, low-power, and multi-
functional wireless sensing
devices have been developed.
When these devices are deployed over a wide geographical
region, they can collect information about the environment and
efficiently collaborate to process such information, forming the
so-called WSNs. WSNs are a special case of wireless ad hoc net-
work and assume a multihop communication without a com-
mon infrastructure, where the sensors spontaneously cooperate
to deliver information by forwarding packets from a source to a
destination. The feasibility of WSNs keeps growing rapidly, and
WSNs have been regarded as fundamental infrastructures for
future ubiquitous communications due to a variety of promising
potential applications: monitoring the health status of humans,
animals, plants, and the environment; control and instrumenta-
tion of industrial machines and home appliances; homeland
security; and detection of chemical and biological threats [1], [2].

Clock synchronization is a procedure for providing a common
notion of time across a distributed system. It is crucial for WSNs
in performing a number of fundamental operations:

n Data Fusion: Data fusion is a basic operation in all dis-
tributed networks for processing and integrating the col-
lected data in a meaningful way. It requires some or all
nodes in the network to share a common time scale.
n Power Management: Energy efficiency is a key design-
ing factor for WSNs since sensors are usually left unat-
tended without any maintenance and battery replacement
service along their lifetimes. Most energy-saving opera-
tions strongly depend on time synchronization. For in-
stance, the duty cycling (sleep and wake-up modes
control) helps the nodes to save huge energy resources by
spending minimal power during the sleep mode. There-
fore, network-wide synchronization is essential for effi-
cient duty cycling, and its performance is proportional to
the synchronization accuracy.
n Transmission Scheduling: Many scheduling protocols
require clock synchronization. For example, the time divi-
sion multiple access scheme, one of the most popular com-
munications schemes for distributed networks, is only
applicable in a synchronized network.
Moreover, many localization, security, and tracking proto-

cols also demand the sensor nodes to timestamp their messages
and sensing events. Therefore, clock synchronization appears as
one of the most important research challenges in the design of
energy-efficient WSNs.

DEFINITION OF CLOCK
Every individual sensor in a network has its own clock. Ideally,
the clock of a sensor node should be configured such that
C(t) ! t, where t stands for the ideal or reference time. However,

because of the imperfections of
the clock oscillator, a clock will
drift away from the ideal time
even if it is initially perfectly
tuned. For example, according
to the data sheet of a typical
crystal-quartz oscillator com-
monly used in sensor net-

works, the frequency of a clock varies up to 40 ppm, which
means clocks of different nodes can loose as much as 40 ls in a
second (or 0.144 s in an hour). In general, the clock function of
the ith node is modeled as

Ci(t) ! h" f # t, (1)

where the parameters h and f are called clock offset (phase differ-
ence) and clock skew (frequency difference), respectively. A
graphical representation of the clock model is illustrated in
Figure 1.

From (1), the clock relationship between two nodes, Node A
and Node B, can be represented by

CB(t) ! hAB " f AB # CA(t),

where hAB and f AB stand for the relative clock offset and skew
between Node A and Node B, respectively. Obviously, if two
clocks are perfectly synchronized, hAB ! 0 and f AB ! 1. Other-
wise, suppose Node A is the reference node, the task of clock
synchronization is to estimate hAB and f AB such that Node B can
adjust its own clock or translate its timing information to the time
scale of Node Awhen it is necessary. If there are L nodes in the net-
work, then the global network-wide synchronization requires
Ci(t) ! Cj(t) for all i, j ! 1, # # # , L, or all the relative clock offsets
and skews are estimated with respect to a reference node.

In the long term, clock parameters are subject to changes due
to environmental or other external effects such as temperature,
atmospheric pressure, voltage changes, and hardware aging [3].
Hence, in general, the relative clock offset keeps changing with
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e

Ideal Clock
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Node B Clock

Node A Clock

[FIG1] Clock model of sensor nodes.

DATA FUSION IS A BASIC OPERATION
IN ALL DISTRIBUTED NETWORKS

FOR PROCESSING AND INTEGRATING
THE COLLECTED DATA IN A

MEANINGFULWAY.

Y.C.	  Wu,	  Q.	  Chaudhari,	  and	  E.	  Serpedin,	  “Clock	  Synchroniza3on	  of	  Wireless	  Sensor	  Networks”,	  IEEE	  Signal	  Processing	  
Magazine,	  pp.	  124	  –	  138,	  Jan.	  2011.	  
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The	  through-‐water	  challenge	  
•  Time	  delay	  es3ma3on	  
•  The	  propaga3on	  medium	  is	  an	  impaired	  channel	  compared	  

to	  radio	  waves:	  
–  High	  Latency	  
–  Mul3path	  
–  Scajering	  
–  Refrac3on	  
–  Transmission	  loss	  
–  Noise	  

•  Affects	  the	  Impulse	  response	  of	  the	  communica3on	  
channel	  

•  Exis3ng	  clock-‐synchroniza3on	  techniques	  assume	  a	  3me	  
invariant	  medium	  over	  a	  short	  period	  of	  3me	  
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Proposed	  Clock	  Synchroniza3on	  
protocols	  

•  Time	  Synchroniza3on	  for	  High	  Latency	  Networks(TSHL)	  
–  Assumes	  fix	  nodes	  
–  2	  phases	  approach	  

•  Mobi-‐Sync	  
–  Assumes	  moving	  nodes	  
–  Mul3ple	  nodes	  synchroniza3on	  

•  Modified	  TSHL	  using	  feasibility	  checked	  least	  squares	  
es3mator	  with	  a	  Paxson-‐based	  es3mator	  
–  Series	  of	  2-‐way	  message	  exchange	  

•  Lots	  of	  simula3on	  but	  not	  many	  system	  experimenta3on.	  
•  Unrealis3c	  assump3ons	  
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Impulse	  Response	  Evalua3on	  

•  Based	  on	  prior-‐experimenta3on,	  impulse	  
response	  can	  vary.	  

•  Keeping	  track	  of	  the	  impulse	  response	  
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Proposed	  model	  

Received	  
Signal	  

Pre-‐
Procesor	   X-‐Corr	  

Peak	  
Detector	  

PDF	  
Es3mator	  

Linear	  
Regression	  

Replica	  of	  transmijed	  chirp	  
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Simula3on	  

•  Generate	  20	  pulses	  while	  varying:	  
– Angle	  of	  transmijer	  
– Phase	  of	  surface	  wave	  

•  Bellhop	  
– Ray	  Tracing	  program	  

•  virTEX	  
– Takes	  into	  account	  the	  effects	  of	  mul3path	  and	  
doppler	  introduced	  by	  environmental	  mo3on	  
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Simula3on	  Characteris3cs	  
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Simula3on	  results	  –	  Received	  Signal	  
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Simula3on	  results	  –	  	  
X-‐Correlated	  signal	  
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Simula3on	  result	  –	  Peak	  detec3on	  
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Simula3on	  Result	  –	  	  
PDF	  of	  impulse	  response	  
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Lake	  Del	  Monte	  Experiment	  

•  SM-‐75	  and	  Deck	  Box	  
•  Series	  of	  30	  pulses	  
•  Various	  pulse	  length	  
and	  PRI	  
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Ongoing	  Research	  

•  Finalizing	  simula3on	  and	  algorithms	  
•  Analyzing	  Experimental	  data	  
•  Poten3al	  addi3onal	  experimenta3on	  
•  Sep	  2012:	  Publica3on	  of	  MS	  thesis	  
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Conclusion	  

•  From	  simula3ons,	  tracking	  of	  the	  impulse	  
response	  is	  feasible.	  

•  Poten3al	  to	  benefit	  other	  func3ons	  such	  as	  
ranging	  between	  two	  nodes.	  	  

•  Poten3al	  to	  combine	  the	  features	  of	  different	  
protocols	  to	  create	  a	  new	  and	  more	  realis3c	  
clock-‐synchroniza3on	  protocol.	  
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